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This briefing note relates to the sudden death of Jack TAYLOR, the progress of
the investigation to date and some issues raised as a result of the progress of that investigation to date
that require further exploration/ investigation/ advice.
The body of JT, 20/06/1990, Male, IC! was found in Barking Abbey ruins around 13 l 5 hours on
Monday 14th Sept 2015 (CAD 3750 refers)
A council refuge collector alerted police on cycle patrol, PC Taylor 762KG and PC Holder 820KG first
officers on scene. [MGl ls have been taken]
He found in a sitting position with his back to the wall in the South west corner of the green [he was
outside of the Abbey Ruins in contrast to the two males found des ceased at this location last year and
there is, as yet, no known connection between those deaths and that of Jack]. He was fully dressed and
very wet from heavy rain showers. He was in full view of nearby footpaths that criss·cross this location
& no obvious effrnis had been made to conceal him, indeed to the passer·by it would reasonably appear
that he was asleep against the wall. There were no immediate (or subsequent) signs of any force (ie
injury) being used or any 'posing' of his body He was searched and the following items were found, one
syringe with needle, one lighter, one small liquid bottle, self seal bag with white powder and a wallet
containing various bank cards and photo ID, used to confirm the identity and the male.
A fact not identified at the time was that no phone was found on or near Jack.
The body was searched [down to skin] for [any] signs of injury or marks by PCs Taylor & Holder at the
direction of OS Sweetman/ lnsp JOO but none were noted by police.
Scene attended by Duty Inspector O'Donohue and DS Sweetman, following conversation I initial
assessment this incident was deemed a non-suspicious, unexplained sudden death. As such CSE 250
Dean attended and photographed the scene with Jack in situ .
Body removed scene closed at 1920 hours.
Later at the post mortem, a tournique and alcohol wipes were also found in the inside pocket of the
males jacket.
The pathologist also note a mark on the inside crease of Jack's right elbow. This believes is a needle
mark.
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Carrying on from briefing note referred to above and meeting held at KW.
Suggested actions (in no particu Jar ranking I am aware of now 1isted as outstanding or comp \ete ).
Outstanding
"where's my iPhone" app - as above this is outstanding as Jack's sister Donna was to be approached
today for re!event passwords
Having gained financial details conduct Equifax check and consider contacting the Criminal Finance
Team.
Explore connection or not between this unexplained death and the 2 linked deaths found at Barking
Abbey last year - I have listed this here as not complete, however, this was considered on the day Jack
was found and no obvious link was apparent.
Completed
Explore open source - as above PC Ager has completed facebook enquiries - I'm led to believe these
consist of normal facebook 'chatter' up to the point where the news of Jacks death is discovered then
feature posts from his friends expressing grief etc that are to be expected.
Secure laptop - for further social media work and address point 5 of Coroners directives.
Secure financial information such as credit card bills from home add1'ess - a number of such items have
been secured. From PS Laffan" There is nothing !hat immediately appears suspicious or gives cause
for alarm (mindful of the £600 advance mentioned on the briefing note) ie there is no sudden large
expenditure.
I'm advised that the Oyster card taken from Jack's wallet hadn't been used and the bank card in his
possession does not have Oyster facility. On his statements arc Oyster payments suggesting, I'm told,
that he either had another Oyster or 'enabled' bank card.
Ensure lab form submitted for powder I liquid found - as above under forensics this has been done by
Coroners officer.
Search the !MEI for Jacks phone through NMPR to ascertain ifithas been checked at all {ie someone
attempting to sell it) this is complete & negative,
DMC press release - completed
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